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Referring- to the Annals of the Astrophysical Observatory/ we
gave there the results of earlier investigations of the distribution of

radiation over the sun's disk, and some indications of a variability of

this distribution which might be associated with variation of the

sun's total radiation. This work was done in Washington prior to

the- year 1908. When the new observing station of the Smithsonian

Institution was constructed upon Mt. Wilson in 1909, provision was

made for the erection of a tower to be used for a tower telescope for

the continuation of such observations. It proved impossible to equip

a tower telescope until the autumn of the year 191 3, when apparatus

was hastily arranged and operations were begun on September 9,

1913. The tower was improved both in its rigidity and in the mount-

ings of the apparatus for the research in 1914 and 191 5, and is now
regularly used on all days when solar-constant observations are

made.

In figure i (pi. i) is given a general view of the tower telescope

upon the observing station at Mt. Wilson. Owing to the bold situa-

tion of the station, it is impossible to get a photograph of the appara-

tus except by climbing a tall pine tree at some distance away, and

the trees intervening are some obstacle to a satisfactory presentation

of the installation.

Figure 3 is a diagram of the construction of the tower telescope

and its relation to the spectro-bolometer. A and B are the mirrors

of the coelostat, from which a beam of sunlight passes downward to

the 30-centimeter (12-inch) concave mirror C of 23 meters (75 feet)

focal length. Thence the beam passes up to the plane mirror D,

which reflects the image to focus at E near the floor of the observing

chamber. At F is a small plane mirror at the angle of 45^, which

reflects the beam through the slit G of the spectro-bolometer G H I.

At / K, outside the observing chamber, is the coelostat used for the

ordinary solar-constant observations.

^Vol. 2, Pt. 3, and Vol. 3, Chap. 7.
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Fig. 3.—Diagram of tower telescope and spectro-bolometer
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The reader will understand that the beam from the coelostat A B,

or that from the coelostat / K, may be brought to the spectro-

bolometer, according as the 45° mirror F is in place or withdrawn.

The former is the condition for observing the distribution of light

over the sun's disk, the latter the condition for observing the solar

constant of radiation.

As explained in the publications already cited, we allow the sun's

image to drift across the slit of the spectro-bolometer by the diurnal

motion of the earth, thus avoiding all sources of error associated

with inequalities of the transmission of the optical apparatus of the

tower telescope. For it is obvious that during a single such period

of drift the telescope is always directed to the same point of the sky,

and treats whatever object passes that point with impartiality, whether

it be the sun's limb, center, or the light of the sky itself. We regard

this feature as very favorable for exact results, and much preferable

to the arrangement used by some investigators, in which the observ-

ing apparatus is shifted about from part to part of the solar image,

and the results may be affected by inequalities of transmission of the

optical apparatus to these different parts of the image.

On the other hand, we are thereby limited to an east and west

course across the sun's disk, and this hardly ever coincides with the

solar equator. However, it seems clear that a comparison of the

mean of a great number of observations taken during a large part of

one year with that of a great number of similar observations covering"

the same part of another year, would certainly be fairly comparable

irrespective of the various presentations of the sun during these inter-

vals. It is by no means so clear, without further investigations

which we hope to undertake next year, that short-period changes of

the distribution of radiation along a solar diameter may not be asso-

ciated with changes of distribution depending on latitude in the sun.

Such investigations as have been made on this point heretofore relate,

we think, only to total brightness or total radiation. Pickering's
*

experiments indicated that the contrast of visual brightness along a

polar diameter exceeds that along the equatorial, so that for total

visual brightness at 95 per cent out on the radius the equator is

brighter in the ratio of about 56 to 53. Pickering expressed doubt

as to whether this difference is solar or from experimental error.

The more numerous investigations of Langley ^ seem to have shown

clearly that differences of contrast in total radiation between the equa-

torial and polar diameters of the sun are negligibly small, probably

^ Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts Sci., Vol. 10, p. 42S, 1874.

" Comptes Rendus Sept. 6, 187^.
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far less than i per cent. Hence it seems probable that the influence

of changes in the inclination of the solar equator* as affecting our

investigations is inappreciable.

Figure 2 (pi. i ) shows a number of drift curves at selected regions

of the spectrum chosen to indicate the differences of form which are

found, depending on wave lengths. As discovered by earlier investi-

gators, and hitherto abundantly confirmed by ourselves, the contrast of

brightness between the center and the edge of the sun is greatest for

short wave lengths, and diminishes as one comes to the red and

infra-red.

We have two principal objects in this research : First, to repeat our

earlier determination of the distribution of light along the diameter

of the solar image ; second, to detect fluctuations of distributions

from year to year and from day to day, if any, and to compare them,

if found, with fluctuations of the radiation of the sun as determined

in our solar-constant investigations.

On each day of observation we are accustomed to take 14 drift

curves, two each at seven different wave lengths, as follows : 0.3737/x,

0.4265/x, 0.5062/x, 0.5955/x, 0.6702/^, 0.8580/i, and 1.008/X. In the rediu:-

tion of observations, we proceed as stated on pages 154 and 155 of

Vol. 3 of our Annals, from which we quote as follows

:

" We have determined the rate of descent in the plate carrier of

the photographic plates on which the curves are recorded, and have

determined from the Nautical Almanac the time required for the

sun's disk to pass the meridian. From these data we have determined

the distance along the plate corresponding to the width of the sun's

diameter. This distance has been regarded as the true width of the

U-shaped curve, and all the measurements of ordinates of this curve

have been made at certain round-numbered fractions of the corre-

sponding solar radius.

" To illustrate : On June 8, IQ08, the sidereal time required for the

sun's semidiameter to pass the meridian was i'" 8.72^ The corre-

sponding mean solar time for the passage of the diameter is 2.284'".

On this date the photographic plate descended 3.978 centimeters per

minute. Flence, the diameter of the sun expressed on the photo-

graphic plate is 9.086 centimeters. Measurements were made at the

center and at 10 places on either side of it, making 21 places in all,

at distances from the center of the U-shaped curve which correspond

to certain fractions of the solar radius from the center of the sun's

disk.

" In further reduction of the observations, the mean values of the

measurements on each curve for the advancing and following limbs
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of the sun were taken. Then, in order to standardize the observations

(for it is to be remembered that the bolographic curves depend for

their ordinates on the sensitiveness of the galvonometer, the clearness

of the sky, and the sun's zenith distance, all of which vary from day

to day), the sums of the mean measurements at the center (given

half weight) and at 2/10, 4/10, 55/100, and 65/100 radius, were

taken. All the measurements were divided by this sum and thus

expressed in terms of a unit five times the mean height of the central

part of the U-shaped curve.

" For illustration: On June 8, 1908, the following measurements

were made on a curve corresponding to wave length 0.501/x. Taking

the sum, 40.96, of the first five places (giving the central place half-

weight) and dividing this sum into the mean values at the several

places on the curve, we have the following values :

Table (53) i.

—

Illustrative of reduction of drift curve observations

Distances from center: cm. I

Linear o.oo jo. 91

Fractional 0.00 0.20
2.50
o-SS

9 80
Heights:
Advancing limb
Following limb
Mean '2x4.909.69 9.21

Ratio, mean height to 40.961 .11961 .2366J .2249
Ratio to central height 1^.. i.oooo; .98621 .9379

19.69

9.69
9.16
9.26

2-95
0.65

3-41
0.75

3.75 3-98 4-i8
J4

32
0.82S 0.87s 0.92 10.95

4-70
14.78

8.74 18.41 7.61 6.96 6.35 ls.65
8.81 ;8.36 7-68 7-03 6.37 'S-SS i^./u
8-775 ,8.38s 7-645 ;6.99S 6.36 '5.615 '4-74

2142J
.2047 -18661 .1708 .1553 -13711 -1157

8932] -8536 .7781 .7123 -6476: .57171 .4825

4.41
0.97

60

0947
3949

^ The lowest line of the table is added in view of its interest, but is not used in the reduc"
tions. It is based on the standard central value .1199 found from 104 curves. It will be
further explained.

" The following table contains the standard reduction values for

many wave lengths. It corresponds to the next to the last line of

table above, represents the mean of many days of observation, and is

used in preparation of the tables which follow it.

AUXILIARY STANDARD REDUCTION VALUES
Table {54) 2.

—

Mean distribution of radiation along radius of solar disk

\
u i. „

j= i! S e
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" The values in the table just given are a standard of reference, and

the values obtained at these wave lengths on any da'y of observation

are comparable with them as soon as reduced to the form given in the

next to the last line of table 53.

MEAN DISTRIBUTION OF RADIATION ALONG THE SOLAR
RADIUS FOR DIFFERENT WAVE LENGTHS

" The following tabular summary of the distribution of brightness

of different wave lengths along the diameter of the sun's disk has

been obtained in the manner just described from numerous observa-

tions made between November i, 1906, and January i, 1908. Profs.

Schwartzchild and Villager determined the distribution of radiation

along the diameter of the sun for the very short wave length,

A= o.323/x, by photographic observations made after silvering the

objective of their telescope.' In this way they observed only with

the ultra-violet rays transmissible by silver. The following table

includes the mean of observations of Schwartzchild and Villager:

Table (55) 3.

—

Mean distribution of radiation along radius of solar disk

[Intensity at center as unit.]

.s
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Table 4.

—

Auxiliary standard reduction values of 1913

Wave
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tions of 1907 to the wave lengths employed in 191 3 and 1914. This

was accomplished by plotting the tabular values on a* very large scale

and interpolating for the proper wave length. The 67 observations

of 1914 which are here represented were obtained between June 12

and October 5. Other observations of 1914 are not as yet reduced.

Table 6.

—

Comparison of distribution values of other years with results of 1913
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if the solar radiation fluctuates from year to year. Greater values

of solar radiation prevailed in 1907 ' and 1914 than those prevailing

in 1913. Hence it is not surprising to find that the contrast of

brightness was greater in both the years 1907 and 1914 than it was

0.0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 .1.0 ao 0-2 0.4 oe aa i

X

Fig. 4.—Variability of distribution of sun's brightness from year to year

in the year 191 3. Third, there seems to be a correlation of change

of contrast with change of wave length. This relation does not

appear clearly from the results of 1907, but figure 4 shows that these

results are subject to large experimental error compared with the

^ This statement regarding 1907 is based on the dependence between solar-

constant values and sun-spot numbers indicated by figure 16 of Vol. 3 of our

Annals. Few solar-constant determinations were made in 1907.
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results of 1914. A slightly clifft>rent wci^^htin^ of two discordant

points on each of the curves for wave lenj.;ths 0.4265*, 0.5062, 0.6702,

and 1.008 /x in the curves for U)oy would hriui; them all (excepting

that at wave length o.HsHo/i) into harmony with the conclusions

ahout to be stated. C'ontining- attention to the more accurate observa-

tions of 1 91 4, the change of contrast is greater for short wave lengths

than for longer ones, in the proportions indicated by the following

table (7) :

Table 7.

—

Deviations of contrast of mean results of 1914 front stcindoni form
of Hjij. {^Derived from mean curi'es)
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spoiulinj;" logarithms for tlio iiulividnal ilays. Wo tlu'ii plollod (In-

rrsultinj;' logarithms as orthnalcs, ami the positions on thr solai' (hsk

rathus as ahscissa'. In this way wc ohlainrd lOi iMth day <d' ohsi-iva-

tioii scvi'ti plots, or pairs of plots, in which tlu- slant of the n-pii'sciita

live liiK's iudicatod tlu" dcpartmc fiom tin- slaiidaitl nn-aii I'oiiditiou ol

solar i-oiilrast, at seven dilViMi'iit wavi- K'ni^ths. In llu- i<)i,^ rrdne

tioiis wc comhined the pairs of eheek valnes hefon- plollin-;, hnt ki'pl

thcni separate in the it)i
(
n-dnelions.

l*"ij;uie () shows the ii-snils ol two days ol eompaiison whiih are

typical of the two dilVeient classes of results ohl lined on tin- \arions

days. ( ^n .Septemher jj. H)!,^, tlu' cnrves inn iMncralK npwaid.

indicating a li'ss contiast than the mean, wlnlc on ( )clol)c-r jo. i<)I,^.

tlu- lini's iiin j;ciiorally downward, indicalin}; a j^realer contrast llian

the mean. Some em-ves on i\ieh (l;iy, to he snri". run coimter to llic

general Iri'iid of llie day. Iml these diver.mMici's aie le.isonahh lo he

rej^arded as oftiMi dne to acc-idi-ntal error. A ch.nitje of almos|)herie

tr;msp;irencv ol i p«'r cent dnrini; l\\c sini;le minnte of lime .it which

till" ceiilr.il p.iii ol tiic sim's disk is I'rossiiiL; the slit of llu- speciro

scope wonld aiconnl foi the divert^enci'S sho\\i\ hy wavi- liMii^lhs

O.67OJ and i.iK)S/A on Si-ptetnber jj. Still more prohahly the dis

crepancy may he accounted foi" hy a temporary shift of less than a

millimeli-r in the /vro of the holomeliic cnivi' I'ilher ;il ihe hcjMiiiiinL;,

middle, or end (d the iims.

We desired to ohtain lor I'.ich d.iv's ohservalion ;i sinide v.iinc

which wonld he topical ol t-.ich d.iv's depailnri' (d contrast from llic

general mean. While loj^aiithmic cnrves of departmi's are not .always

smooth, and while there is no physical re.ison on whiih to h.ise ;i

prediction of the lorm \vliit"h they oni^hl to .issnmc. still in i;eiKTal

the cnrves are tolerahly ri-presented hy straight lines. Wc have

regarded the inclination of the best represi-ntative line foi e.icli

logarithmic plot .is .1 l.iir indication (d" the dep.irtin'e of coiili'.ist for

that day and that wave li'n,i;lli. Thric .ire seven wave lengths

ohservi'd on e.ich day of (thservat ion, .iiid we mii;ht h.ive t.iKcn Ihe

simple mean \ahu' of the l.in^ents of the incliii.ilion of llu- lo,i\iritliinit-

lines as the index of the deparlnre for the j;iven day. I'nt it appcari-d

that the depart nres were <^ii'.iter, the smaller the wave lengths, so

niiuli so lli.il the simple iiie.in wonld give entirely too nuich wi'iidit

to the shoilest wave length of ohservation. Accordingly, a system of

weij^hts has been deti-rmined hy comparing the magnitndt'S of Ihe

(lepartmes at llu- dilVerent wave lengths. The nniuhers for i<)i.^

;md l<)i.| were ohi.iined independeiillv from the data for lliose two
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10^ Solar radius lO^SoUr rddius
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years, and they differ somewhat from each other.' The weights for

the two years were not smoothed by wave lengths. They are as

follows

:

Table 8.

—

Adopted luetghts
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Table 10.

—

Observations of the year igi4
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Table io.—Observations of the year 1914 (Continued)
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It is to be regretted that at this very time, when all these changes

were occurring, we made a radical change in the observing appara-

tus, for on September 23 we substituted for the bolometer which

had been in use on Mt. Wilson since 1905 the bolometer which

was employed in the Mt. Whitney and Algerian expeditions. We
made this change because the Algerian bolometer was less subject to

prejudicial influence from wind. But had we known how many other

changes were occurring at the same time, it is certain that we would

not have made a change of apparatus too. We have thought it

necessary, on account of this, to investigate very thoroughly the

merit of the solar-constant determinations succeeding September 23,

and we find the following facts to verify their accuracy.

First, empirical determinations of the solar constant from pyr-

heliometry and psychrometry at Arequipa in Peru ^ indicate that the

values subsequent to September 23 were lower than those prior to

that date, and by about the same amount as do the Mt. Wilson

observations. Second, we have determined an empirical formula for

the solar constant from Mt. Wilson pyrheliometry and psychrometry.

This formula has been worked out solely by the use of observations

of 1910, 191 1, and 1912, and does not depend in any way on bolo-

metric observations of 191 3, except that we chose days of the earlier

years for which the precipitable water had values comparable with

those of 1 91 3. This formula gives the same change in solar-constant

values at about September 23 that is indicated by the bolometric work

itself. Third, we felt a suspicion that the determinations of the

water-vapor absorption in the holographic work might be interfered

with by some change in the excellence of the definition of the spectro-

scope. Instead of employing with the usual constants Mr. Fowle's

method of determining these absorption effects in the holographs,

from measurements on the band par, the areas of the absorption

bands were actually measured on many plates, just as we did formerly

in all our holographic reductions, and we thus determined new con-

stants applicable to the last part of 1913. But no substantial change

occurred in our conclusion regarding the fall of the solar-constant

values on and after September 24.

We therefore see no reason to doubt that the days from September

9 to the end of 191 3 are as homogeneous as any other series of our

measurements, and we believe that the great drop of the solar-

constant which is indicated to have occurred just after September 23

is a real one.

^ See " Arequipa Pyrheliometry," Smith. Misc. Coll., Vol. 65, No. g.
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ily solar-constant values. Crosses represent daily solar-contrast numbers
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Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the solar-constant values and the solar-

contrast values of 1913 and 1914 plotted as functions of the time

and also as functions of each other. From figures 8 and 9 the

s
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The factors of correlation (omitting A= 0.3737 '^"'^ 1.008) are as

follows

:

1913: r= 0.60 1 ±0.067

1914: r= o.2i3±o.o8o

The reader will recall that the method of deriving these contrast

values is such that algebraically increased contrast numbers corre-

spond really with decreased solar contrast.

Let us now restate these logarithmic results in ordinary terms.

Imagine that the spectroscope was dispensed with, and that the con-

trast of brightness was determined for the solar radiation as a whole,

and not for particular wave lengths. Let us further suppose that all

the drift curves so obtained during 191 3 and 191 4 were reduced to

unit intensity at the center of the solar disk. We should then find,

still confining ourselves to a consideration of the short-period varia-

tions, that in 1913 an increase of i per cent in the solar constant of

radiation corresponds with a decrease of the ordinate of the drift

curve at 92 per cent out on the radius of 0.35 per cent.

The results of 1914 indicate a larger ratio of change of contrast

compared to change of solar constant than those of 1913. This may

be possibly a real difference caused in the sun, but it should be noted

that the range of variation in 1914 was so small that the error of

the determination of this ratio is much larger than it was in 1913.

It is probable that the numerous values which will be found from

observations of 191 5 will enable us to give a more satisfactory con-

clusion on this point.

We now come to the consideration of the question why the ratio

of change of contrast from year to year with respect to change of

solar constant differs in its sign from the ratio of change of contrast

from day to day with reference to the corresponding change in the

solar constant. x\s stated above in years when the solar constant was

high the solar contrast was greater than usual, while, as just stated,

during 191 3 and 1914 short-period temporary increases of the solar

constant of radiation were attended by decrease in the solar contrast.

This indicates two causes at work in the sun. We are inclined to

suggest the following hypothesis.

Attending the long-period changes of solar activity indicated by

prevalence of sun spots, faculse, prominences, etc., there is, it may be

assumed, a change of the effective solar radiating temperature.

Higher effective radiating temperatures should prevail at times when
increased solar activity brings faster the hot material to the surface

to radiate. It is clear that if the solar temperature was zero, the
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contrast of brightness would be zero, and the higher the temperature,

the higher the contrast and the higher the solar constant of radiation.

Turning now to a consideration of the short-period changes, it was

the older view that the difference of brightness between the center

and the edge of the solar disk was produced b)' an absorbing atmos-

phere or envelope. We prefer, however, to regard the decrease of

brightness toward the edge of the sun as mainly a consequence of

decreased effective temperature of the radiating surface. We sup-

pose that the depth to which one looks at the center of the solar disk

is very considerable, and that the limit of it is reached when the

molecular scattering cuts off the ray. The same quantity of mole-

cular scattering will be found in a very much less radial depth near

the edge of the sun, because the line of sight there is oblique, so that a

comparatively thin layer viewed obliquely will furnish the necessary

number of molecules to cut off the radiation.

But while holding these views, we admit that the escape of radia-

tion depends also on the transparency of the outer solar envelope.

If now the transparency of this envelope increases, the solar constant

of radiation must increase also; but the percentage increase of the

intensity of solar rays will be greatest near the edge of the sun, where

the path in these imperfectly transparent layers is longest. Thus it

would happen that increased transparency of the outer solar layers

would produce at the same time increased values of the solar constant

of radiation and decreased contrast of brightness between the center

and edge of the sun.

The two contrary effects we have been discussing may sometimes

neutralize each other, but it is not to be expected that they will exactly

neutralize each other for all wave lengths. Hence, we may find,

with very high values of the solar constant of radiation, a contrast

almost exactly, on the whole, equal to that which prevailed in the

mean in the year 191 3, but the dift'erent wave lengths may differ

slightly in their behavior, some indicating" a greater contrast than

the mean of 191 3, others less.

In our former publications on this subject (see Vols. 2 and 3 of the

Annals) we have already considered the possibility of short-period

irregular fluctuations of contrast and arrived at opposita-conclusions

from the two sets of data then published. Both sets of data, however,

are so far inferior in accuracy to those we are now publishing that

we withdraw altogether those former conclusions in favor of the

ones which we now advance.
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SUMMARY

We have repeated at Mt. Wilson, in 191 3 and 1914, with improved

apparatus, the determinations of the distribution of brij^htness along

the solar diameter described in Vols. 2 and 3 of the Annals of the

Astrophysical Observatory. More than 40 days' determinations were

secured in 1913 and more than 80 in 1914.

The results agree closely with those obtained at Washington in

1907 for all wave lengths for which a comparison is possible.

There are, however, slight but significant differences between the

mean results of different years. Taking 1913 as the standard year,

greater contrast of brightness between the sun's center and edge was

found in 1907 and 1914 than in 1913. We incline to connect these

changes with solar activity, greater contrast prevailing along with

greater solar radiation at times of high solar activity. ,

Besides these long-period changes there appear to be small changes

of contrast from day to day, correlated with the changes of the solar

radiation heretofore discovered by us. For this type of changes

increased contrast is associated with decreased solar radiation.

We are thus led to consider two causes of change existing in the

sun. One, going with increased solar activity, we regard to be in-

creased effective solar temperature, which naturally produces in-

creased radiation and increased contrast. The other, altering from

day to day, we regard to be increased transparency of the outer solar

envelopes, which naturally produces increased radiation but decreased

contrast.

All these changes are greater for shorter wave lengths.

APPENDIX

A correction.—In a recent letter to Mr. Abbot, Professor F. H.

Bigelow has called attention to the misrepresentation of his views in

foot-note I on page 28 of our paper " New Evidence on the Intensity

of Solar Radiation Outside the Atmosphere." ' Professor Bigelow

states that he has carefully avoided using Wien's displacement law as

the basis of an estimate of the solar temperature. He has used in-

stead a consideration of the general form of the solar spectrum

energy curve.

We regret having made this error. The note as it now stands

seems to us to represent fairly the position of Mr. F. W. Very.' In

order to adapt it to Professor fjigelow's position we should require

to make the following changes :
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In lines 4 and 5 of our note strike out the words " they determine

the wave length of maximum energy, and from it."

In line 16 strike out the words " position of the maximum of

energy " and substitute the words " form of the solar energy curve

outside the atmosphere."

In lines 26 and 27 strike out the words '" position of maximum
energy in its spectrum," and substitute the words '' form of its energy

spectrum distribution."

Strike out lines 32 to 41, inclusive.

As thus modified the main thesis of our note is as follows : Esti-

mates of the solar constant of radiation based on estimates of the

solar temperature involve: (i) The extrapolation of radiation laws

thousands of degrees beyond the temperature to which they have

been experimentally verified; (2) the assumption that the sun radi-

ates like a " black body " in the face of experimental evidence that

it does not; (3) dependence on the accuracy of the determination of

the form of the solar-spectrum energy curve outside our atmosphere,

which is a result of difficult and uncertain investigation. In short

such estimates are not determinations of the solar constant, but are

merely elaborate tissues of speculation. On the other hand we base

our determination on sound and simple theory checked and verified

at every point and applied nearly a thousand times under the most

diverse circumstances, with closely agreeing results.

^ New Evidence on the Intensity of Solar Radiation Outside the Atmosphere.

By C. G. Abbot. F. E. Fowle, and L. B. Aldrich. Smith. Misc. Coll., Vol. 65,

No. 4. June 19, 1915.

- Am. Jour. Sci., 4th Sen, Vol. 36, 609, 1913.




